
EVA’s Pool Experience
Create the ultimate, customised, total experience

Light, sound, effects, and attractions

SWIMMING POOLS - WATER PARKS



In the world of swimming pools, EVA Optic is synonymous with innovation. 

We have immersed ourselves in the world of sports and swimming for over a 

decade, giving us a good eye for opportunities. We offer new prospects to help 

you enjoy swimming and sports even more. 

Optimising swimming pool experiences is such an opportunity. By applying 

the innovations presented in this book, you’ll be able to provide the perfect 

response to what visitors want and enjoy.

Latest innovations

We devise and create the most amazing experience products because that is 

what we do best and it makes us happy! Over the past year, we’ve certainly not 

been sitting on our hands.

We proudly introduce: the EVAstream counter-current swimming machine 

and the EVA Pool Entertainment System. These two innovations allow you to 

magically turn your swimming pool into a challenging pool for (competitive) 

swimmers or create an environment where recreational guests can continually 

enjoy the many surprising effects.

Get inspired

Whether you want to refurbish a municipal pool, a multifunctional (top-class) 

sports accommodation, or a subtropical water park. EVA offers the ultimate 

experience, made to measure. Get inspired and discover all the options to 

create the ultimate experience.

4-year manufacturer’s warranty

We believe in the innovative strength and excellent quality of our solutions. 

That is why we offer a 4-year manufacturer’s warranty on all products from our 

standard product range.

EVA OPTIC = INNOVATION

EVAline linear lighting in the Noorderparkbad in Amsterdam



SAFETY

Our products help to improve safety in a swimming pool 

environment. The right type of light for clear vision and an extra 

pair of eyes under water with the Eveye underwater camera. 

Our products are solid and durable. That is why our EVAline 

linear lighting was recently awarded the official Ballproof  

certificate (DIN18032-3). We never take any risks.

Our character

EXPERIENCE

From simple water attractions to a slide, a waterfall, rapids, 

a wave pool, and a spray park. Light and sound make every 

attraction even more fun. The EVA Pool Entertainment System 

brings all of these elements together, interactively and 

creatively. We use what is already in place, add elements, link 

them and set the various programmes. The result? An entirely 

new total experience!

INNOVATIVE

EVA Optic is the only supplier that offers the whole package; 

from LED basic lighting to interactive light and sound 

experiences. And, we also work on continually developing 

our existing products. After all, new technologies offer new 

opportunities. By working with EVA, you get one company that 

provides the total experience; all of our products are perfectly 

adapted to work with each other and we supervise the entire 

installation process.

SUSTAINABLE

Our products are made with sustainable, and mostly recyclable, 

components and materials. Our EVAline linear lighting is a 

modular system. When they reach the end of their lifespan, 

components are simply replaced and recycled, thus reducing 

the waste to the absolute minimum. 

 
EVA Hydra spots in the Rozengaarde sports hall in Doetinchem



SAFETY

Safety

EVA Optic is a member of the KNZB 

[Royal Dutch Swimming Federation] Pool 

of Support. Together with our partners 

Hellebrekers Technieken, Slangen + 

Koenis, Myrtha, and VDH, we support 

the KNZB to lift its top-class sports 

programmes to an even higher level.

EVA products help to increase the safety of a facility. For example, we select 

LEDs with exactly the right wavelength to realise the clearest possible vision 

to the bottom of the pool. Our electronic devices are specifically designed for 

humid and warm swimming pool environments. And, with the Eveye underwater 

camera at high-risk locations (plunge pools, at the bottom of slides, wildwater 

courses, rapids), supervisory staff can do a much better job of keeping an eye 

on the swimmers. 

Apart from that, we test all our products to ensure that they meet the essential 

international safety standards (among others):

Linear lighting to meet the Ballproof DIN 18032-3 standard

EVAline LED linear lighting has the Ballproof certificate according to the DIN 

18032-3 and the DIN VDE 0710-13 standards. 

Mounting components meet the NPR 9002:2015 standard

Our Aqua HE product range was specially designed for the challenging pool 

environment. This means, amongst other things, that all materials and mounting 

components used comply with the NPR 9002:2015 standard. 

Safe underwater lighting to meet the IEC EN 60598-2-18 standard

Our LED underwater lighting complies with the international IEC safety 

standards for underwater lighting. The lamps are tested on (among other things): 

electrical safety (SELV), watertightness (IPX/IP68), insulation class (III), impact 

resistance, mechanical strength, resistance against high pressure, thermal 

safety, and fire safety.



EXPERIENCE Giving the public an unforgettable experience, surely that is what you want 

as well? With the EVA Pool Entertainment System, you can link your light and 

sound installations to your attractions. An amazingly easy way to increase your 

swimming pool’s fun factor. 

This is how we create a total experience

First, we make an inventory of your facility: which play elements do you already 

have? What else do we need? We link all of the elements together and then 

add light and sound. This is how we create an entirely new total experience!  

Flawless integration

Of course, the EVA Pool Entertainment System works flawlessly with our 

swimming pool lighting systems, the Eveye underwater camera, and the 

EVAstream counter-current swimming machine. In addition, play elements and 

systems from other suppliers can be effortlessly integrated as well. What would 

you like to add to your total experience?

Experience



Basic lighting for a swimming pool hall

The EVAline LED linear lighting is a modular system. The basic 

system lasts a lifetime. LEDs and electronic parts are simply 

replaced and recycled when they reach the end of their 

lifespan. Great for the environment and for your budget. 

Basic lighting for other areas

LED linear lighting and downlights: our basic lighting system was 

specially developed for swimming pools and the components 

offer enduring resistance to this kind of environment where 

aggressive substances are used.

Underwater lighting

Powerful, absolutely watertight, energy-efficient and, last 

but not least, a beautiful design. EVA underwater lighting has 

been the number one choice for swimming pools around the 

world for many years.

Atmospheric lighting

Multicoloured RGBW lighting is one of our areas of expertise. 

With its powerful and even illumination, EVA atmospheric 

lighting creates a true metamorphosis. Not a small bundle of 

colour but the entire area completely and evenly illuminated in 

every conceivable colour; unique!

Underwater camera

Our Eveye underwater camera is the perfect accessory for 

supervisory staff at high-risk locations. But it’s also a fun factor 

that makes attractions even more exciting. You’ll be able to 

show real-time video footage of the wild-water course, record 

the dives from the high diving board or a baby swimming class, 

or use it to monitor the swimmers’ techniques. 

EVA Pool Entertainment System

Link all (play) elements to the lighting system, add sound and 

give the facility a whole new total experience. EVA Optic’s 

smart technology ensures that this system can do anything 

you want and makes all your entertainment wishes come true 

in a smart and cost-effective way. Customised solutions from 

concept to execution.

Design your experience



Many public swimming pools are primarily functional; they may include a 

competition pool, an instruction pool, and a paddling pool. The emphasis 

is mostly on swimming lessons and target audiences. Even so, this type of 

swimming pool can also benefit a great deal from the EVA Pool Entertainment 

System.

Start with the basics

We start with the basics: the lighting. The existing lighting system may consist of 

the EVAline linear lighting or downlights above the competition and instruction 

pools. We add RGBW underwater lighting and Hydra RGBW spots to the 

existing system for a multicoloured light metamorphosis. 

Fun for the youngest kids

When the basic elements have been installed, we can even link the water 

attractions in the paddling pool to the RGBW spots. Naturally, we also add 

some sounds to create a wonderfully intuitive game for the toddlers.

Spectacular effects for teenagers

Teenagers will also have lots of fun with this system. With our unique audio link, 

the underwater lighting can change colours automatically with the beat of the 

music. This creates amazing effects for disco swimming nights and ‘float-in’ 

movie nights.

EVA Experience in a 
public swimming pool

A multifunctional facility serves as a meeting place for the entire community. 

They combine many different functions: swimming lessons, activities for specific 

target groups, sports associations, recreational swimming, other sports, and 

school PE lessons. But they may also be used for neighbourhood festivities or, 

for example, a bouncy castle event.

Create special effects

To emphasise the multifunctional character of the facility even more, we 

recommend the EVA Optic RGBW atmospheric lighting in addition to the basic 

lighting system. This gives you the opportunity to create unique special effects, 

in the waterfall, with the bubble bench and whirlpools, or on the slide, for 

example. You can also link the system to the rapids and let the colours change 

from blue to purple to pink and red in beautiful waves.

Programmed or personalised effects

These unique effects can be pre-programmed, but wouldn’t it be even more 

fun to let swimmers choose their own colour and sound experiences? For 

example, when they are going down the slide. You can enhance the visitors’ 

experience even more when they can see their landings, recorded with the 

Eveye underwater camera, on the screen.

EVA Experience in a
multifunctional facility



Subtropical water parks are all about the visitors’ experiences and expectations. 

As the exclusive supplier of swimming pool lighting systems for all Center Parcs 

Aqua Mundo pool areas in the Benelux, France, and Germany, we know exactly 

what this means.

Enhance the experience of your attractions

All the attractions that your facility offers must be appealing and fun for young 

and old. These can include water play areas and spray parks, caves and 

waterfalls, bubble benches and whirlpools, rapids and wild-water courses, 

slides for toddlers and daredevils, big wave pools and indoor surf facilities.... 

Light and sound play an important role in all of these attractions. Now, 

experiences can be raised to an even higher level with the EVA Entertainment 

Pool System. We like to offer our input as to how you can intensify your water park 

experiences by combining your existing features with our latest technologies.

Are you ready for a new attraction?

Find out more about the new EVAstream counter current swimming machine. 

This product will challenge even the most fanatical swimmers. 

EVA Experience in a 
subtropical water park

INNOVATIVE



In addition to the EVA Pool Entertainment System, we will also add the 

EVAstream counter-current swimming machine to our product range in 2020. 

Engineered to perfection

The EVAstream is the most compact and the most powerful counter-current 

swimming machine on the market. After nearly two years of non-stop designing 

and development, we have now engineered the most efficient jetstream. The 

EVAstream has been developed to perfection, extensively tested, and complies 

with all of the strictest quality and safety standards 100%. 

Challenging for beginners as well as athletes

The EVAstream is so powerful that it even offers a challenging endurance 

training method for high-level, competitive swimmers. At the same time, the 

calm, stable and controllable current created by the EVAstream makes this 

system a highly versatile product. 

The EVAstream is perfect for swimming lessons. Simulate a range of situations 

that swimmers might encounter in real life (currents, waves) so they can practise 

not just their swimming skills but also swimming safety.

Multifunctional 

Apart from swimming and training purposes, the EVAstream can also be used 

for other purposes, such as creating rapids, a water cannon, or a fountain.

Combine the EVAstream with light and sound via the EVA Pool Entertainment 

System and create an amazing total experience!

EVAstream counter-current machineEVA Pool Entertainment System

Link attractions to lighting, add audio, and create 

an entirely new pool experience!

Everything works together

Which play elements are already in place? What 

else do we need? We link all the elements and 

add light and sound. This is how we create an 

entirely new, customised total experience!

Create your unique experience:

UNDERWATER CAMERA GENERAL LIGHTING UNDERWATER LIGHTING

AMBIENT LIGHTING JETSTREAM AUDIO LINK



SUSTAINABLE Swimming pools and sports accommodations are some of the largest electricity 

consumers. Lighting has always been one of the main elements. With our LED 

lighting, our clients already have significantly reduced CO2 emissions. And, 

thanks to the durability and sustainability of our products, this reduction will 

continue for many years to come. 

Our products are made with sustainable materials and mostly recyclable com-

ponents. For example, EVAline LED linear lighting.

Sustainable

Recyclable components

This product is made with anodised 

aluminium modules; the base 

module and the separate light 

modules. When they reach the end 

of their lifespan, the LED strips 

and the electronic components are 

simply replaced and recycled. This 

reduces waste to a minimum. On 

top of that, the aluminium modules 

are fully recyclable because they 

can be melted down.

Our products are designed and manufactured at our own facilities in the 

Netherlands. During the entire process, we limit the environmental impact to 

the bare minimum. 

Our ultimate goal? Designing and manufacturing the best, most reliable 

products in an entirely eco-friendly way.



EVA Optic B.V.
De Velde 1
8064PH Zwartsluis
The Netherlands

+31 (0)38 33 75 067
sales@evaoptic.com

www.evaoptic.com

We love sharing our knowledge and 

experiences with our clients. What 

experience are you looking for? 

The EVA Pool Entertainment System 

gives you the option to realise a 

complete metamorphosis...


